DESCRIPTION

Small collection of materials including correspondence with AHS containing reminiscences, letters from Eugene S. Williams about early connections between Ohioans and Arizona, and manuscripts about Clay Beauford, the Bridwell family, and Bill Williams as well as a manuscript "Arizona's Foster Mother" about Ohioans contributions to Arizona. The correspondence mentions his connections with Chatto when he was at Fort Apache in 1885 and Tom Horn.

1 box, .25 linear ft.

BIOGRAPHICAL NOTE

Teacher, editor of the Arizona Range News, and cashier of the Willcox Bank and Trust Co.; Dunlap married May Smith in 1893 at Willcox and they had two children, Gladys and Howard. He contributed articles to the historical journals of Arizona and New Mexico in the 1930s. He had two articles published in the Arizona Historical Review; one about Tom Horn, the other about Clay Beauford.

ACQUISITION

Gift of Horace Dunlap in the 1930s.

ACCESS

There are no restrictions on access to materials in this collection.

COPYRIGHT

Requests for permission to publish material from this collection should be addressed to the Arizona Historical Society - Tucson, Archives Department.

PROCESSING

Kim Frontz prepared this finding aid in September 2003.